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Quasichemical theory and the description of associating fluids relative
to a reference: Multiple bonding of a single site solute
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We derive an expression for the chemical potential of an associating solute in a solvent relative to the
value in a reference fluid using the quasichemical organization of the potential distribution theorem.
The fraction of times the solute is not associated with the solvent, the monomer fraction, is expressed
in terms of (a) the statistics of occupancy of the solvent around the solute in the reference fluid
and (b) the Widom factors that arise because of turning on solute-solvent association. Assuming
pair-additivity, we expand the Widom factor into a product of Mayer f -functions and the resulting
expression is rearranged to reveal a form of the monomer fraction that is analogous to that used
within the statistical associating fluid theory (SAFT). The present formulation avoids all graph-
theoretic arguments and provides a fresh, more intuitive, perspective on Wertheim’s theory and SAFT.
Importantly, multi-body effects are transparently incorporated into the very foundations of the theory.
We illustrate the generality of the present approach by considering examples of multiple solvent
association to a colloid solute with bonding domains that range from a small patch on the sphere
to a Janus particle to a solute whose entire surface is available for association. Published by AIP
Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.4997663

I. INTRODUCTION

The statistical associating fluid theory (SAFT)1,2 is a
well-established framework for modeling associating fluids.
SAFT, and Wertheim’s theory3–6 on which it is based, seeks
to describe the physics of short-range association given the
properties of a reference fluid, typically a hard-sphere or
Lennard-Jones fluid. The associating solute and solvent are
envisioned as having sticky-patches on their surfaces over
which they bond; the range of attraction is very short rela-
tive to the size of the particle. The Helmholtz free energy of
this associating fluid is then constructed using as key ingre-
dients the pair-correlation information from the reference,
the first order thermodynamic perturbation theory (TPT1), or
triplet correlation that go beyond the superposition approxi-
mation, the second order perturbation theory (TPT2).7,8 TPT1
works well when the attraction is of short-range and the sticky
patches are restricted to bond only once. TPT2 works well
for systems where patches are restricted to bound a max-
imum of two particles.7,8 However, TPT2 fails for patch
geometries that allow bonding more than two times. But
for many problems, such as those involving colloidal-solvent
or ion-solvent association, acknowledging multiple bonding
(>2) at a site, and multi-body effects in general, becomes
essential.

Earlier Marshall and Chapman9,10 had suggested an
approach to model multiple solvent bonding to a spherically
symmetric association site within the TPT2 framework. In
essence, they approximate the integral
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∫
v
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∫
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d~r1 · · · d~rn gHS(~r1 · · ·~rn |0)

of the n-particle correlation gHS(~r1 · · ·~rn |0) of the hard-sphere
solvent given the hard-sphere solute at the origin (. . . |0) by
yn

HS(d)δ(n)Ξ(n), where yHS(d) is the cavity correlation func-
tion at contact for particles of diameter d, δ is a correction
to account for three body interactions, and Ξ(n) is related to
the cluster integral of n-solvent plus one solute particle within
the observation volume v . The cluster integrals are calculated
separately in vacuo by a Monte Carlo procedure.

The Marshall-Chapman approach9,10 works quite well for
low particle densities, typically ρd3 ≤ 0.6, but deviations in
structural and thermodynamic properties become serious for
higher densities and/or bonding strengths. Building on the
Marshall-Chapman approach and drawing inspiration from the
quasichemical (QC) theory of solutions,11–13 earlier we14,15

developed an approach to represent the above integral by the
occupancy distribution of the solvent around the solute within
the observation volume v . Importantly in our approach, the
occupancy distribution was obtained from the reference fluid
at the same density as the solution being modeled. This com-
plete reference approach14,15 is able to describe accurately the
structure and thermodynamics of a colloidal solute that can
bond multiple patchy-solvents for a range of system densities,
bonding energies, and solute-solvent size asymmetries.

The above development motivated us to reconsider the
problem of modeling associating fluids entirely within the
quasichemical (QC) organization of the potential distribution
theorem (PDT).11–13 As has been emphasized earlier,12,13 the
potential distribution theorem provides a general basis for the
theory of solutions and a tool to develop physically moti-
vated approximate models of solution thermodynamics. The
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potential distribution theorem presents a local partition func-
tion to be evaluated for the excess chemical potential of the
defined component. Importantly, this partition function can be
recast as a summation over physical clusters within the defined
observation volume, leading to the quasichemical organization
of the potential distribution theorem. The equilibrium constant
for forming the clusters then plays an important role in the
theory. While the calculation of the equilibrium constant is
not trivial for most problems of interest, a definite virtue of
the approach is its rather clear physical underpinnings. Impor-
tantly, the many-body aspect of clustering is built into the very
foundations of the theory.

It is helpful to contrast the QC/PDT approach with the
Wertheim/SAFT approach. The latter rests on an expansion
of the grand-potential of the entire system in terms of phys-
ically bonded components, but to discover the physically
bonded clusters requires use of subtle graph-theoretic ideas.
A virtue of the Wertheim/SAFT approach is that it makes
the excess Helmholtz free energy of the system available,
making its use in applications easier. But, as noted above,
incorporating many-body correlations in Wertheim/SAFT is
not as transparent as in QC/PDT. For problems requiring
attention to many-body correlations, QC/PDT may helpfully
complement Wertheim/SAFT. With this broader goal, here we
present the key steps for describing associating fluids within
QC/PDT.

We explore a range of bonding configurations from a
solute that can bond only once to a solute that can bond multiple
solvents but only on one-hemisphere of its surface, i.e., a Janus
particle,16,17 and to a solute with a sticky patch that covers its
entire surface. Quasichemical theory leads to the identification
of the occupancy of a patch conditional on the total occu-
pancy of the observation volume, all in the reference fluid, as
an important quantity within the theory. We suggest a Monte
Carlo procedure to calculate this for general cases and provide
analytical models for limiting cases of a patch that can bond
only once or a patch that covers the entire surface of the solute.
For simplicity, in the present work, we consider a system where
only solute-solvent bonding is allowed. Forthcoming studies
will ease this requirement.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Sec. II,
we sketch the quasichemical approach and then develop the
idea of association relative to a non-associating reference. In
Sec. III, we present the methods, and in Sec. IV we present the
results from several model systems.

II. QUASICHEMICAL THEORY

The excess chemical potential, µex, of a solute in a solvent
is that part of the Gibbs free energy of solvation that arises due
to intermolecular interactions; µex is defined relative to the
ideal gas at the same density and temperature. Formally, µex

is given by the potential distribution relation

βµex = ln
∫

eβεP(ε)dε , (1)

where P(ε) is the probability density distribution of the solute-
solvent binding energies, and as usual, β = 1/k BT .

A direct application of Eq. (1) is almost never satisfactory
because the high-ε tail of the probability distribution, which
reflects short-range repulsive interactions, is usually difficult
to characterize.18 In the quasichemical (QC) approach,11–13,18

we separate the short-range and long-range contributions and
include the contribution from the short-range solute-solvent
interactions within a chemical equilibrium framework. To this
end, we demarcate a domain, the observation volume or inner-
shell, around the solute (Fig. 1). The observation volume is
usually restricted to the first solvation shell of the solute. The
probability of observing n-solvent particles within the observa-
tion volume is denoted as xn. The reversible work to empty the
observation volume is −β−1 ln x0. The solute with an empty
observation shell, the conditioned solute, interacts with the
bulk fluid solely through long-range interactions. In particu-
lar, for a sufficiently large inner-shell radius, the solute-solvent
binding energy of the conditioned solute is Gaussian.19 To
complete the thermodynamic description of solvation, we also
need to account for the free energy to create a bare cavity of
the size and shape of the observation volume. This free energy
is denoted as −β−1 ln p0, where p0 is the probability to form
an empty cavity in the bulk fluid. Thus the excess chemical
potential is written as

βµex = ln x0 − ln p0 + ln〈eβε |n = 0〉 . (2)

Figure 1 provides a schematic of the quasichemical organiza-
tion. As discussed next, the appellation quasichemical derives
from the chemical organization of x0 and p0.

Consider the chemical equilibrium between the solute (σ)
and solvent (s) to form an n-solvent cluster,

σ + n · s
 σsn.

The usual products-over-reactants equilibrium constant is
given by Kn = xn/x0ρ

n
s , where ρs is the density of the solvent.

A mass balance12,13,20 then gives

ln x0 = − ln

1 +

∑
n≥1

Knρ
n
s


. (3)

A similar equation can be written for p0,

ln p0 = − ln

1 +

∑
n≥1

K̃nρ
n
s


, (4)

where K̃n is the equilibrium constant for the association
between a bare cavity and n-solvent particles.

Kn is related to configurational integrals by

FIG. 1. Schematic of the quasichemical organization of
Eq. (1). Adapted from S. Merchant and D. Asthagiri, J.
Chem. Phys. 130, 195102 (2009). Copyright 2009 AIP
Publishing LLC.
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Kn =
(eβµ

ex
s )n

n!
e−βw(Rn)

∫
v

d~r1 . . .

∫
v

d~rn e−βUσsn (Rn) , (5)

where v is the volume of the inner-shell, Uσsn (Rn) is
the potential energy of the solute-n-solvent cluster, µex

s is
the excess chemical potential of the solvent, and e−βw(Rn)

= 〈e−βφ(Rn;β) |Rn〉0 is the average of the interaction free energy,
φ(Rn; β), between the cluster and the bulk. Here 〈. . . |Rn〉0 indi-
cates averaging over the normalized probability density for
cluster conformations Rn in the absence of interactions with
the rest of the medium.

A. Quasichemical perspective of associating fluids

Associating fluids are characterized by short range, direc-
tional interactions. In SAFT and in Wertheim’s theory,1–4,21 we
assume the availability of a well-characterized reference and
the role of association is considered relative to the reference.
For definiteness, we assume the reference is a hard-sphere
fluid. The above quasichemical organization can be used for
the reference as well, and we distinguish all the reference
properties with the subscript r.

We first focus on x0 and rewrite this in terms of the
properties of the reference. From Eqs. (3) and (5) and the cor-
responding relations for the reference, we can re-express the
chemistry contribution relative to the reference as

ln x0 = − ln

1 +

∑
n≥1

Kn

Kn,r
Kn,r ρ

n
s



= ln x0,r − ln

x0,r +

∑
n≥1

Kn

Kn,r
xn,r


. (6)

Let us next examine the ratio of the equilibrium constants. We
have

Kn

Kn,r
= en ·β∆µex

s · eβ∆w(Rn) · 〈e−β∆Ũσsn (Rn) |Rn〉r , (7)

where ∆Ũσsn (Rn) is the potential energy of the n-solvent plus
solute cluster in the physical system relative to the reference.
Likewise, ∆µex

s and ∆w(Rn) are the corresponding properties
relative to the reference. The factor en ·β∆µ ex

s ·eβ∆w(Rn) accounts
for the entropic effects in sequestering the solvent within the
observation volume above the effect in the reference system.
The factors 〈e−β∆Ũσsn (Rn) |Rn〉r are Widom-factors, but now rel-
ative to a reference and in the volume v . The above relations
are exact within classical statistical mechanics for any arbi-
trary forcefield. Appendix A provides a concise derivation of
Eq. (7).

The potential energy ∆Ũσsn can be partitioned into
solvent-solvent (∆Uss) and solute-solvent (∆Uσsn ) contribu-
tions. The presence of solvent-solvent short-range interac-
tion can be incorporated by factoring the Widom factor as
〈e−β∆Uss |Rn〉r · 〈e−β∆Uσsn |Rn〉r+ss, where 〈. . .〉r+ss indicates
averaging over the case where solute-solvent interactions are
reference interactions and solvent-solvent interactions include
short-range bonding. (There are other ways to incorporate
solvent-solvent association effects, but we will not consider
those in the present paper.)

We consider solvent bonding configurations such
that solvent-solvent bonding within the solute’s inner-
shell is avoided. In this case, 〈e−β∆Uss |Rn〉r = 1 and
〈e−β∆Uσsn |Rn〉r+ss = 〈e−β∆Uσsn |Rn〉r . Further, for a pair additive
forcefield, ∆Uσsn (Rn) =

∑n
i=1 ∆Uσsi . Thus

e−β∆Uσsn (Rn) =

n∏
i=1

(1 + fσi)

= 1 +
∑

i

fσi +
∑

1≤k<j≤n

fσk fσj + · · · , (8)

where fσi = e−β∆Uσi−1 is the Mayer f -function for association
between the solute and the ith solvent within the observation
volume. Each term in the above expansion is a contribution due
to association when one, two, . . ., n solvent particles bond with
the solute, given that n solvent particles are in the inner shell
of the solute. As is typically assumed in SAFT and Wertheim’s
approach, we assume the association strength is the same for
all the solvent-solute pairs. The association potential22 for the
solute-solvent pair (σ, s) is given by

∆uAB
(σ,s)(r) =




−ε , r < rc and θA ≤ θ
(A)
c,σ and θB ≤ θ

(B)
c,s

0 otherwise
, (9)

where the superscripts A and B represent the type of site on,
respectively, the solute and the solvent, and ε is the asso-
ciation energy; fσ = e−βε − 1 is the corresponding Mayer f
function. r is the distance between the particles and θA is
the angle between the vector connecting the centers of two
molecules and the vector connecting association site A to
the center of that molecule (Fig. 2). The critical distance
beyond which particles do not interact is rc. The angular
extents of the patch for the solute and the solvent molecules
are, respectively, θ(A)

c,σ and θ(B)
c,s ; if the inter-particle vector

falls outside a patch, the particles cannot bond. The angu-
lar span of the patch θ(A)

c,σ on the solute molecule determines
whether the solute can bond one or more solvent particles
(Fig. 3).

Denoting the Mayer f -functions as fσ , we thus find

FIG. 2. Schematic of patch angles for the solute (θ(A)
c,σ )

and the solvent (θ(B)
c,s = 27◦). The patch B (colored green)

on the solvent can only interact once with the solute patch
A (colored red). For the limiting angle of θ(A)

c,σ = 180◦, the
attractive patch A can be approached from any direction,
whereas the other limit of θ(A)

c,σ = 27◦ restricts the solute
to bond to only one solvent.
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FIG. 3. Different patch geometries
(θ(A)

c,σ ) of the solute molecule between
the limiting cases noted above (Fig. 2).
Definition of angles is as in Fig. 2.
Please note that due to the 2-D nature
of the graph, all the possible bonding
conditions cannot be represented.
Table I gives the maximum bonding
numbers for different patch sizes on the
solute molecule.

〈e−β∆Uσsn (Rn) |Rn〉r = 1 +
∑

1≤i≤n

〈fσ |R
n〉r

+
∑

1≤k<j≤n

〈f 2
σ |R

n〉r + · · · . (10)

Consider the term 〈fσ |Rn〉r . This is the average Mayer
f -function for a single solvent particle interacting with the
solute. Since there are n-solvent particles in the observation
volume, there are n choices of particles to occupy the bonding
patch (solid bond angle) on the solute, leading to the summa-
tion

∑
1≤i≤n. The other terms in the expansion can be given a

similar meaning. It proves helpful to codify the combinatorics
by means of an indicator function. Specifically, we define

χ(i, n) =




1, if at least i ≤ n solvent

occupy the bonding patch

0, otherwise

. (11)

The (i + 1)th term on the right-hand side of Eq. (10) is
then ∑

1≤a<...<i≤n

〈f i
σ |R

n〉r ≡ 〈f
i
σ χ(i, n)|Rn〉r

=
〈f i
σ χ(i, n)|Rn〉r

〈χ(i, n)|Rn〉r
〈χ(i, n)|Rn〉r

= 〈f i
σ |i · R

n〉r · 〈χ(i, n)|Rn〉r . (12)

In deriving the last term in Eq. (12), we have used the rule-
of-averages,11–13 and 〈. . . |i · Rn〉r indicates that (a) n-solvent
particles are in the inner shell and (b) at least i of the n solvent
particles are over the bonding patch. When the solvent on the
solute patch bonds independently of the bonding state of the
other solvent and the association strength is the same, as in the
usual cases in Wertheim/SAFT, we find

〈f i
σ |i · R

n〉r = f̄ i
σ · κ

i
s , (13)

where κs = [1 − cos(θc,s)]/2 is the probability that the solvent
molecule is oriented such that it can bond with the solute and f̄
accounts for averaging over the radial coordinate. For a square-
well potential [Eq. (9)], we simply have f = f̄ = e−βε − 1.
The factor 〈χ(i, n)|Rn〉[=Q(i|n)] is the probability that given
n-solvent particles in the inner-shell, at least i ≤ n occupy the
patch region and are available to bond with the solute.

Putting all of the above together, we have

〈e−β∆Uσsn (Rn) |Rn〉r = 1 +
∑

1≤i≤n

f̄ i
σ · κ

i
s · Q(i|n). (14)

Going back to Eq. (7), we provisionally assume that
the surface term is also pair-decomposable, with each

pair-wise contribution the same. (We emphasize that pair
decomposability is assumed for a free energy rather than an
interaction potential, but this assumption can be relaxed.) Thus,
provisionally we set β∆w(Rn) = n · β∆w. For convenience,
we write ξs = exp(β∆µex

s ) exp(β∆w).
Thus we finally obtain

Kn

Kn,r
= ξn

s ·


1 +

∑
1≤i≤n

f̄ i
σ · κ

i
s · Q(i|n)


. (15)

Substituting the above ratio in Eq. (6), we find

ln x0 = ln x0,r − ln

x0,r +

∑
n≥1

ξn
s

·


1 +

∑
1≤i≤n

f̄ i
σ · κ

i
s · Q(i|n)


· xn,r


= ln x0,r + ln Xσ . (16)

The physical meaning of the above equation is the following.
The chemical work (Fig. 1) is composed in two steps: (1) the
free energy ln x0,r to populate the observation shell with refer-
ence solvent particles and (2) the free energy ln Xσ to turn on
solute-solvent and solvent-solvent association. Equation (16)
is the principal contribution of this work.

We can pursue a similar development for the packing con-
tribution (Fig. 1). The final form of the association contribution
to the excess chemical potential of the solute is thus

µex
asso = ln

x0

x0,r
− ln

p0

p0,r

= ln Xσ − ln Pσ , (17)

where the ln Pσ term arises solely from association contribu-
tion to solvent reorganization.

Given the ratio of the equilibrium constants (Kn/Kn,r) and
Xσ , the occupancy distribution of solvent molecules around the
associating solute is

xn = Kn · ρ
n
s · x0

=
Kn

Kn,r
· xn,r · Xσ . (18)

The bonding distribution can be obtained from this
occupancy distribution using standard rules of probability

Xi =
∑
n≥i

xn · P(Xi |n), ∀n ≥ 0 , (19)

where P(X i |n) is the conditional probability of having i
bonded solvents when n solvent molecules are present in the
observation volume. Note that∑

i≤n

P(Xi |n) = 1, ∀n ≥ 0. (20)
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B. Single site solute

To maximize clarity and simplify the analysis of the asso-
ciation contribution, in this article, we consider the case of an
infinitely dilute solute in a solvent which cannot associate with
other solvent molecules, i.e., only solute-solvent association
is allowed. For this case ξs = 1; please note that there will also
be some contribution to the chemical potential of the solvent
due to solute-solvent association, but for an infinitely dilute
case, this can be neglected. The equilibrium ratio simplifies to

Kn

Kn,r
=


1 +

∑
1≤i≤n

f̄ i
σ · κ

i
s · Q(i|n)


. (21)

For this system, Xσ is equal to X0, the fraction of times the
solute is not bonded, i.e., the monomer fraction, a quantity that
plays a central role in Wertheim/SAFT. For the chemical con-
tribution, expanding and rearranging the order of summation
in the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (16), we have

x0,r +
∑
n≥1


1 +

∑
1≤i≤n

f̄ i
σ · κ

i
s · Q(i|n)


· xn,r

= x0,r +
∑
n≥1

xn,r +
∑
i≥1

f̄ i
σ · κ

i
s ·



∑
n≥i

Q(i|n) · xn,r


. (22)

Equation (16) simplifies to

ln x0 = ln x0,r − ln

1 +

∑
i≥1

f̄ i
σ · κ

i
s ·



∑
n≥i

Q(i|n) · xn,r




= ln x0,r + ln X0. (23)

Note that the summation (
∑

n≥i Q(i|n) · xn,r) contains all of
the multi-body information in the reference fluid for a given
patch geometry of the solute, at the density of the solution.
This approach of representing the multi-body information can
also be incorporated within SAFT and Wertheim’s approach14

for different patch geometries.
Equations (18) and (19) can be used to obtain the occu-

pancy and bonding distributions, respectively, with P(X i |n)
given by

P(Xi |n) =
f̄ i
σ · κ

i
s · Q(i|n)

Kn/Kn,r
, (24)

the bonded fractions in Eq. (19) are

Xi = f̄ i
σ · κ

i
s · X0



∑
n≥i

Q(i|n) · xn,r


. (25)

As there is no association between the solvent molecules, the
excess chemical potential of the solute due to association is
reduced to

µex
asso = ln X0. (26)

We consider several cases of solute patch geometry to test and
illustrate the generality of the present approach. Please note
that as the patch size increases, as illustrated by Fig. 3, we
should expect multi-body interactions to become more impor-
tant, making the analysis of association interactions more
challenging.

III. METHODS
A. Monte Carlo simulations

Monte Carlo simulations were carried out for the reference
hard sphere systems and associating systems to validate the
theory. The associating system contains a single solute and
255 solvent particles.14 Solute-solvent association is allowed,
but the solvent-solvent association is absent. The system was
equilibrated for 1 × 106 steps with translational factors chosen
to yield an acceptance rate of 0.3, and data were collected
every 100 sweeps, where a sweep is an attempted move of
all the particles in the system. Analysis was carried out for
different densities. As discussed before,14 we use ensemble
reweighing23 to map {xn}.

For associating systems, bonding (Xn) and occupancy (xn)
distributions were studied for a range of critical angles for the
solute and solvent molecules. The inner-shell radius (Fig. 1)
is rc = 1.1d, where d is the diameter of the solute and sol-
vent molecules. Since we are only exploring solute-solvent
association in this work, from here onwards for notational sim-
plicity we dispense with the super-script (A or B) that classifies
the patch according to its type. For association, Table I gives
the different solute patch sizes (θc,σ) along with the corre-
sponding maximum bonding numbers (Nmax) studied in this
work.

For most systems, a single bonding condition, i.e., θc,s

= 27◦ was used for the solvent molecules. Some cases with
the same critical angle for the solute and solvent molecules,
i.e., θc,σ = θc,s, were studied to compare QC results with the
TPT2 framework developed earlier by Marshall and Chap-
man.8 For the spherically symmetric solute (θc,σ = 180◦), the
excess chemical potential of coupling the solute with a solvent
was also calculated using thermodynamic integration using a
three-point Gauss Legendre quadrature rule.14,24 We analyzed
cases of different densities and different association strengths
between the solute and solvent molecules.

B. Calculation of Q(i |n)

Recall that Q(i|n)= 〈χ(i, n)|Rn〉r is the probability that for
n-solvent particles in the inner-shell, at least i of those occupy
the bonding patch and are available to bond with the solute.
For a defined solute patch geometry and occupancy n, we first
obtain a viable n-solvent structure by adapting a method that
we formerly used to compute the n-solvent cluster integral.14

Then we generate new configurations by a Monte Carlo proce-
dure. The Monte Carlo moves comprise a radial displacement
that is restricted to be within [d, rc] and an orientational move
over the surface of the sphere. The latter is performed by first
picking at random one of the three orthogonal axes and then
choosing at random an angle by which a particle moves around
that axis. The maximum angular move is adjusted to target
30 percent acceptance. After every 100th sweep, we analyze

TABLE I. Patch size of the solute (θc,σ ) studied in the present work and the
corresponding maximum bonding number (Nmax).

θc,σ 27◦ 35◦ 40◦ 50◦ 60◦ 90◦ 180◦

Nmax 1 2 3 4 5 7 12
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the configuration to compose Q(i|n). We discretize the spher-
ical polar coordinates cos θ ∈ [−1, 1] and φ ∈ [0, 2π] into a
grid of dimension 400 × 8000. Then we sweep through the
grid treating each grid site as a candidate direction for the
bonding patch (Fig. 3). As we sweep through the grid sites,
we collect statistics on how many of the n particles in the
cluster occupy the patch. From this information, we construct
Q(i|n).

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

As discussed above, the present approach is general and
can be applied to any geometry of the patch on the solute
molecule. The factors Q(i|n) discussed above play an impor-
tant role in the theory. As we will also show below, a simple
representation of Q(i|n) can be obtained for the solute patch
geometries that allow the separation of orientation depen-
dence from occupancy, as happens for a patch that can bond
only once or a spherically symmetric patch. For all other
cases, we need to explicitly calculate Q(i|n). Appendix B gives
the values of Q(i|n) for different patch geometries studied in
this work. Throughout, we compare our results with Monte
Carlo simulations, and where possible, with available SAFT
models.

A. Patch geometries for the solute

We first consider a case where the solute can bond between
2 and 7 particles (Table I), i.e., θc,σ ∈ [35, 90], and the sol-
vent bonds only once, θ(c,s) = 27◦. Figure 4 (left panel) shows
the occupancy distribution for different patch geometries of
the solute for a reduced density of 0.8. Observe that when
the patch size is increased from 35◦ to 90◦, the distribu-
tion moves towards higher occupancy states. The hard sphere
distribution (black dashed line) is also included to contrast
with the cases including association. Figure 4 (right panel)
shows the average occupancy for a range of patch sizes on
the solute and for different reduced densities of the sol-
vent. We find that the QC based approach is able to cap-
ture accurately the average occupancy for the entire range of
densities.

Figure 5 shows the bonding distribution for the solute
patch sizes of 35◦ to 90◦. The QC theory is able to describe
adequately the bonding distribution for all these patch sizes.
Deviations for the highest bonded state were observed and are
ultimately traced to numerical limitations in estimating Q(i|n)

accurately. For high association strengths (such as ε = 7kBT ),
due to the higher powers of Mayer f function [Eq. (24)], even
slight errors in the magnitude of Q(i|n) will have considerable
impact on the bonding state.

Figure 5 (right panel) shows the variation in the bonding
fractions with association strength for the case with θc,σ = 35◦.
As the solute-solvent association strength is increased, the
fraction of times the solute is non-bonded, the monomer
fraction (X0), decreases. The fraction bonded once (X1) first
increases and then decreases after a certain association thresh-
old that starts favoring the double bonded fractions. This vari-
ation highlights the competition between the entropic effects
that would favor the reference state and the energetic effect,
which favors higher bonding, of association. The QC theory
is able to capture this behavior rather well.

The decrease in the value of X1 after a certain associa-
tion strength as shown in Fig. 5 cannot be captured within the
TPT1 framework as the doubly bonded fractions are ignored.
Marshall and Chapman8 extended SAFT beyond first order
perturbation to include the double bonding condition. Their
approach was based on a second order perturbation, but terms
beyond second bonding were left out. They studied mixtures of
solvent and solute with the same bonding angles and allowed
only solute-solvent association. As is clear from Fig. 5, as
the bond angle increases beyond 35◦, the solute can bond
more than two times and the second order perturbation proves
inadequate.

In Fig. 6 (left panel), we compare the results of Marshall
and Chapman8 for a 40◦ patch at a density of ρd3 = 0.6 and
for different association strengths. We find that for lower asso-
ciation strengths (ε/kBT < 6), the second order perturbation
is able to capture the bonding fractions. When the association
strength is increased, fractions that are bonded three times
increase and become more dominant. Necessarily, the second
order perturbation is not adequate for these cases. The QC
approach is able to capture accurately all the bonding frac-
tions across the association energy range. Figure 6 (right panel)
shows the excellent agreement for higher bonding fractions as
the patch size on the solute is increased to 90◦ to model a Janus
particle (Fig. 3).

B. Simplifications—Single bonding patch

In Wertheim’s theory3,4 and SAFT,1 a single bonding con-
dition is assumed for the association sites. Thus Q(i|n) = 0 for
i > 1. This assumption is valid only for a patch size θc = 27◦

FIG. 4. Left panel: Comparison of the
occupancy distribution for different
patch geometries on the solute. The
hard sphere reference distribution is also
shown using black dashed line. Right
panel: Average occupancy for an associ-
ating solute for a range of patch geome-
tries and for different reduced densities.
The solvent molecules can bond only
once to the solute molecule (θc,s = 27◦)
and ε = 7kBT . Solid lines are QC pre-
dictions and symbols are Monte Carlo
simulation results.
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or less (Fig. 2). For this case, bonding and occupancy can be
separated, and in particular, we have

Q(1|n) = κσ · C
n
1 , (27)

where Cn
1 is a combinatorial factor accounting for the free-

dom to choose 1 solvent molecule from n solvent molecules
in the observation volume and κσ = (1− cos(θc,σ))/2 is the
probability that a solute molecule is oriented such that it can
bond with the solvent. The equilibrium constant ratio [Eq. (21)]
simplifies to

Kn

Kn,r
=

[
1 + f̄σ · κsκσ · C

n
1

]

=
[
1 + f̄σ · κ · n

]
, (28)

where κ = κsκσ . The monomer fraction is then

ln X0 = − ln

x0,r +

∑
n≥1

[
1 + f̄σ · κ · n

]
· xn,r



= − ln

1 + f̄σ · κ

∑
n≥1

n · xn,r


. (29)

In our previous work,14 we identified the sum in Eq. (29) as

F(1) =
∑
n≥1

n · xn,r = nhs
avg = ρs

∫
v

d~r1gr
(
~r1 |0

)
, (30)

where nhs
avg is the average occupancy in the hard sphere ref-

erence, ρs is the density of the solvent, and gr is the pair
correlation in the reference hard sphere system. Substituting

the pair correlation form for the summation in Eq. (29), we
recover the SAFT representation1 for the monomer fraction

X0 =


1 + f̄σ · κρs

∫
v

d~r1gr
(
~r1 |0

)

−1

, (31)

and the excess chemical potential of the solute due to associ-
ation is

µex
asso = ln X0 , (32)

again a well-known result within SAFT.
Figure 7 (right) compares SAFT1 and QC estimates for

the residual chemical potential of the solute due to association.
At higher densities, the SAFT approach is in error, whereas the
QC approach describes the simulation results accurately. The
deviation in the SAFT-based prediction ultimately arises from
the approximation

r2 · gr(r) ≈ d2 · gr(d) (33)

that is made within SAFT. It was observed25,26 that this approx-
imation is most accurate at a reduced density of 0.5. This
approximation under-predicts bonding at the lower densities
and over-predicts bonding at the higher densities, leading to a
much too negative chemical potential at higher densities. We
observe that when accurate nhs

avg values are provided in SAFT
from Monte Carlo simulations14 [represented by SAFT MC
in Fig. 7 (right)], excellent agreement with the QC estimate is
obtained.

FIG. 5. Comparison of the bonding dis-
tribution for a solute with 40◦, 50◦,
60◦ (left panel), and 90◦ patch (mid-
dle panel). Observe that the bonding
fraction for the highest bonding state
is invariably less well described by the
theory. Right panel: Variation of differ-
ent bonding fractions with association
strength for a patch size of 35◦ at a
density of 0.8. Rest as in Fig. 4.

FIG. 6. Left panel: Comparison of the variation of dif-
ferent bonding fractions with the association strength, for
a patch size of 40◦ at a density of 0.6. Right panel: Com-
parison of bonding fractions for different patch sizes at
a density of 0.6 and association strength of ε = 7kBT .
For clarity, the bonding distribution for a 90◦ patch is
shown in the inset figure in the right panel. The solvent
molecules and solute molecule have the same patch size
(θc,s = θc,σ = θc). The solute is infinitely dilute. Dotted
lines are based on the approach by Marshall and Chap-
man,8 solid lines are QC predictions, and symbols are
Monte Carlo simulation results.

FIG. 7. Comparison of the occupancy
distribution (left panel) and chemical
potential (right panel) of an infinitely
dilute solute with single bonding con-
dition (θc,σ = 27◦) for a solute. Middle
panel: the average occupancy of asso-
ciating solute for different association
strengths.
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FIG. 8. Comparison of the occupancy
distribution (left panel), bonding frac-
tions (middle panel), and chemical
potential (right panel) of an infinitely
dilute solute with spherically symmetric
association (θc,σ = 180◦).

The occupancy distribution can be obtained from Eq. (18)
by using equilibrium constant ratio from Eq. (28)

xn =
Kn

Kn,r
· xn,r · X0. (34)

For a reduced density of 0.8 and an association strength of
7kBT, Fig. 7 (left) shows that excellent agreement with Monte
Carlo results is obtained with the QC theory for the entire
distribution. The average occupancy for an associating solute
can be obtained from the above distribution

nasso
avg =

∑
n≥1

n · xn

= nhs
avg + ∆nasso, (35)

where n hs
avg =

∑
n≥1 n · xn,r . Figure 7 (middle panel) gives the

results for a single bonding solute for different association
strengths.

C. Simplifications—Spherically symmetric patch

When the solute has a spherically symmetric patch θc,σ

= 180◦ (Fig. 2), all the orientations of the solute are favorable
for bonding and hence the isolated cluster probabilities Q(i|n)
reduce to just choosing i solvent molecules from the n solvent
molecules in the cluster, i.e., Q(i|n) = Cn

i ,

Q(i|n) = Cn
i =

(
n
i

)
,∀ i ≤ n. (36)

Substituting Eq. (36) in Eq. (21), we have

Kn

Kn,r
=


1 +

∑
1≤i≤n

f̄ i
σ · κ

i
s ·

(
n
i

)
. (37)

The chemical contribution is obtained as

ln x0 = ln x0,r − ln

1 +

∑
n≥1

f̄ n
σ · κ

n
s ·

∑
i≥n

(
i
n

)
· xi,r


= ln x0,r + ln X0. (38)

Recognizing that in the reference fluid, the average num-
ber of clusters with n solvent molecules in the observation
volume14,15,27 is given by

F(n) =
∑
i≥n

(
i
n

)
· xi,r

=
ρn

s

n!

∫
v

d~r1 · · ·

∫
v

d~rngr
(
~r1 · · ·~rn |0

)
, (39)

we find that monomer fraction is

X0 =


1 +

∑
n≥1

f̄ n
σ · κ

n
s · F

(n)


−1

(40)

and the chemical potential of the solute is

µex
asso = ln X0 = − ln


1 +

∑
n≥1

f̄ n
σ · κ

n
s · F

(n)


, (41)

expressions that were derived earlier within SAFT using the
complete reference approach.14,15

Figure 8 shows the comparison with Monte Carlo simula-
tion for the occupancy distribution [Eq. (18)], bonding distri-
bution [Eq. (19)], and the chemical potential [Eq. (41)] of an
infinitely dilute solute with spherically symmetric association.
The QC theory is able to capture the distribution accurately for
a high density and high association strength where multi-body
correlations are important.14

V. CONCLUSIONS

The quasichemical (QC) approach offers a physically
transparent and intuitive way to model the physics of asso-
ciation given the properties of a reference fluid. In particular,
the approach provides a simple path to incorporate the physics
of multi-body correlations. In the context of such multi-body
correlations, the QC approach leads to the identification of
a term, Q(i|n), that plays a central role in the theory. Q(i|n)
is a reference fluid property and is the conditional probabil-
ity of i particles being over the association patch given that n
particles are in the observation volume. For a generic bond-
ing patch, we develop a Monte Carlo procedure for estimating
Q(i|n); for limiting cases where the orientation of the solvent
can be decoupled from occupancy in the solute’s inner-shell,
we develop analytical expressions for Q(i|n).

In this work, for simplicity, we study a mixture where
solvent-solvent bonding is absent but the solvent can bond
with the solute. Further, the solute is infinitely dilute. For such
a mixture and for solutes with varying patch sizes, ranging
from a solute that bonds only once to solutes with larger patch
sizes including a Janus particle and a particle whose entire sur-
face is available for bonding, the theory leads to predictions
of bonding and occupancy that agree very well with results
based on particle simulations. The quasichemical approach
directly provides the excess chemical potential of the solute,
which is expressed in terms of three contributions: the work
to create a cavity, the size of the solute’s inner-solvation shell
to accommodate the solute, the long-range work to couple
the solute with the solvent when the inner-shell is empty of
solvent, and the work to allow short-range association within
the inner-shell. By construction, in the present study, the first
two contributions are zero and the chemistry contribution sim-
plifies to the logarithm of the monomer fraction of the solute
molecule. For limiting cases, the expression for the nonbonded
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fraction of the solute is the same as the expression based on
Wertheim’s theory/SAFT.

We note that the restriction of no solvent-solvent asso-
ciation is easily relaxed, potentially allowing us to model
more complex mixtures. Further, our work hints at the pos-
sibility of readily modeling multi-body association within
Wertheim/SAFT by using the Q(i|n) factors identified by the
quasichemical theory. Results from these investigations will
be presented later.
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APPENDIX A: EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANT

The equilibrium constant for the associating system can
be expressed as15

Kn =
(eβµ

ex
s )n

n!
e−βw(Rn)

∫
v

d~r1 . . .

∫
v

d~rn e−βUσsn (Rn) , (A1)

and for the hard sphere reference as

Kn,r =
(eβµ

hs
s )n

n!
e−βwhs(Rn)

∫
v

d~r1 . . .

∫
v

d~rn e−βUhs
σsn (Rn) .

(A2)

Taking ratio of the above two equations, we get

Kn

Kn,r
= en ·β∆µex

s · eβ∆w(Rn) ·

∫
v

d~r1 . . . ∫
v

d~rn e−βUσsn (Rn)

∫
v

d~r1 . . . ∫
v

d~rn e−βUhs
σsn (Rn)

, (A3)

we define

Z0 =

∫
v

d~r1 . . .

∫
v

d~rn e−βUhs
σsn (Rn). (A4)

Factoring e−βUhs
σsn (Rn), we get

Kn

Kn,r
= en ·β∆µex

s · eβ∆w(Rn)

·

∫
v

d~r1 . . . ∫
v

d~rn e−β∆Ũσsn (Rn)e−βU hs
σsn (Rn)

Z0
, (A5)

which reduces to Eq. (7).

TABLE II. Conditional isolated cluster probabilities for the critical angle on the solute, θ(c,σ) = 35◦, 40◦, and 50°.

θ(c,σ) = 35◦ θ(c,σ) = 40◦ θ(c,σ) = 50◦

n Q(1|n) Q(2|n) Q(1|n) Q(2|n) Q(3|n) Q(1|n) Q(2|n) Q(3|n) Q(4|n)

1 0.0904 0 0.1170 0 0 0.1786 0 0 0
2 0.1804 0.0005 0.2324 0.0015 0 0.3453 0.0119 0 0
3 0.2696 0.0017 0.3430 0.0080 7.81× 10�7 0.4981 0.0375 0.0002 0
4 0.3580 0.0037 0.4541 0.0138 3.18× 10�5 0.6332 0.0802 0.0010 0
5 0.4453 0.0069 0.5554 0.0294 8.95× 10�6 0.7495 0.1404 0.0032 3.29× 10�7

6 0.5307 0.0118 0.6547 0.0471 0.0001 0.8435 0.2201 0.0080 2.52× 10�6

7 0.6139 0.0190 0.7437 0.0748 0.0003 0.9126 0.3192 0.0185 1× 10�5

8 0.6941 0.0292 0.8208 0.1141 0.0009 0.9595 0.4311 0.0383 3.73× 10�5

9 0.7699 0.0439 0.8881 0.1628 0.0019 0.9856 0.5488 0.0729 0.0001
10 0.8383 0.0659 0.9392 0.2263 0.0043 0.9966 0.6631 0.1259 0.0004
11 0.8934 0.1011 0.9656 0.3099 0.0113 0.9974 0.7545 0.2120 0.0008
12 0.9565 0.1284 0.9969 0.3840 0.0228 1.0000 0.8117 0.3313 0.0003

TABLE III. Conditional isolated cluster probabilities for the critical angle on the solute, θ(c,σ) = 60◦ and 90°.

θ(c,σ) = 60◦ θ(c,σ) = 90◦

n Q(1|n) Q(2|n) Q(3|n) Q(4|n) Q(5|n) Q(1|n) Q(2|n) Q(3|n) Q(4|n) Q(5|n) Q(6|n) Q(7|n)

1 0.2500 0 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0.4667 0.0333 0 0 0 0.7925 0.207 5 0 0 0 0 0
3 0.6469 0.1013 0.0018 0 0 0.9329 0.500 0 0.0671 0 0 0 0
4 0.7850 0.2060 0.0090 1.3× 10�5 0 0.9850 0.757 2 0.2428 0.0150 0 0 0
5 0.8828 0.3395 0.0276 0.0001 0 0.9980 0.917 0 0.5000 0.0830 0.002 042 0 0
6 0.9462 0.4895 0.0638 0.0005 5× 10�10 0.9999 0.982 2 0.7567 0.2433 0.017 769 9.39× 10�5 0
7 0.9817 0.6415 0.1248 0.0020 3.34× 10�8 1 0.998 112 0.9203 0.5000 0.079 677 0.001 888 0
8 0.9951 0.7744 0.2245 0.0061 4.69× 10�7 1 0.999 977 0.9846 0.7568 0.243 163 0.015 404 2.33× 10�5

9 0.9993 0.8763 0.3582 0.0162 3.42× 10�6 1 1 0.9995 0.9231 0.5 0.076 931 0.000 497
10 1.0000 0.9440 0.5140 0.0420 2.31× 10�5 1 1 1.0000 0.9928 0.756 722 0.243 278 0.007 236
11 1.0000 0.9821 0.6875 0.0802 0.0002 1 1 1 0.9994 0.951 385 0.5 0.048 615
12 1.0000 0.9910 0.8745 0.1340 0.0005 1 1 1 1 0.992 741 0.859 332 0.140 668
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APPENDIX B: Q(i |n)—CONDITIONAL ISOLATED
CLUSTER PROBABILITIES

As explained in Sec. III, we calculated Q(i|n) for dif-
ferent patch sizes (θ(c,σ)) of the solute molecule. The values
for different patch sizes studied in this work are presented in
Tables II and III. It should be noted that for all the patch sizes,
the maximum bonding numbers Nmax (see Table I) also give
the maximum number that can be occupied in the patch region
and hence, Q(i|n) = 0, ∀ i > Nmax. For different patch sizes,
Q(1��1) can be physically interpreted as the probability that
the solvent molecule is in the patch region of the solute. The
numerical values of Q(1��1) obtained in this work agree with
kσ =

[
1 − cos(θc,σ)

]
/2, the probability that a solute molecule

is oriented such that it can bond with the solvent.
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